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Chapter 9.1 Controlling Variation: Practical Motivation

Variation is the root cause of all quality problems. To see this, imagine a process without
any sariation. In this case, the process would either als.ays function as desired, in which
case we sould not need a chapter on quality, or it would never function as desired, in which
case it ssould be unlikely that our organitation would be in business to begin with. We
might face variation with respect to durations, as we hase discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.
hut also could encounter variation ss ith respect to other measures such as the courtesy of

Qii a I I ty M a fl age iii e flt1 tured component Thus (once agam) rmdcistanding variation mc luding its md its
naasurcment, is essential to improve our opuation.

S t
As an example, consider the production of the steer support for the Xootr kick scootera i s i Ca roCC55 discussed in Chapter 4.’ The component is obtained via extrusion from aluminum and sub

sequent refinement at a computer-controlled machine tool (CNC machine). Figures 9.1
and 9.2 show the engineering drawing and the component in the assembly. Despite the

Co ntro I, a n d S i x — S I 9 m a ac1 tlmt every steer support component is refined by the CNC machine, there

of’ many causes, including differences in raw materials, the wa the component is placed

c a Fa ID I I I The authors thank Karl Ulrich at Xootr LLC for his invaluable input.

FIGURE 9.1 Engineering Drawing of the Steer Support. a Critical Component of the Xootr Scooter

The heieht of’the steer support is specified b the dnnensions (shown in the lower center portion 01 the draw ing as falling
between 79.901) and 50. (tOO nt ni

Many production and ser ice processes suffer from quality problems. Airlines lose bag
gage, computer manufacturers ship laptops with cleti.ctive disk drives, pharmacies dis
tribute wrong medications to patients. and postal services lose or misdeliver articles by 1

mail. In addition to these quality problems di’rcctly isible to consumers, many quality
problems remain hidden from the perspective of the consumer, as they are detected
and corrected within the boundaries of the process. For example, products arriving at
the end of an assembly process might not pass final inspection, requiring that com
ponents be disassembled, reworked, and put together again. Although hidden to the
consumer, such quality problems have a profound impact on the economics of business
processes.

The main purpose of this chapter is to understand quality problems and to improve
business processes with respect to quality. We will do this in fis e steps:

• We first introduce the methodology of statistical process control, a powerful method
that allows an organization to detect quality problems and to measure the effectiveness
of process impros ement efforts.

2. We introduce various ways to measure the capability of a process. including the con
cept of six sigma.

3. One way to achieve a high process capability is to build a process that is sufficiently
robust so that deviations from the desired process behavior do not automatically lead to
defects.

4. We then discuss how quality problems impact the process flow, thereby extending the
process analysis discussion we started in Chapters 3 and 4. Specifically. we analyze XOOITILC . EngInenng

how quality problems affect flow rate as well as the location of the bottleneck.

5. We conclude this chapter with a brief description of how to organize and implement w’wr ‘1n5i

quality improvement projects using structured problem—sol\ ing techniques. NW
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